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The previously reported incommensurately modulated scheelite-like structure KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 has been exploited as a natural (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace model to generate the scheelite-like three-dimensional structure family. Although each member differs in its space-group symmetry, unit-cell parameters and compositions, in (3 + 1)-dimensional space, they share a common superspace group, a common number of building units in the basic unit cell occupying Wyckoff sites with specific coordinates (x, y, z) and specific basic unit-cell axial ratios (c/a, a/b, b/c) and angles. Variations of the modulation vector q, occupation functions and t 0 are exploited for the derivation. Eight topologically and compositionally different known structures are compared with their models derived from the KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 structure in order to evaluate the capabilities and limitations of the incommensurately modulated structure to act as a superspace generating model. Applications of the KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 structure as a starting model for the refinement and prediction of some other modulated members of the family is also illustrated. The (3 + 1)-dimensional presentation of the scheelite-like structures reveals new structural relations, which remain hidden if only conventional three-dimensional structure descriptions are applied.
Introduction
For many structural families, the manifold of members is due to different ordered distributions of different atoms or vacancies sharing a common basic structure (Pearson, 1972; Parthé, 1996) . This leads to various compositions, various space groups (SGs) and unit cells, which in general cannot be predicted from the common basic structure. In (3 + d)-dimensional superspace, different atomic orderings may be uniquely characterized from a single superspace model (Perez-Mato et al., 1987) . The variation of the chemical composition can be quantitatively expressed by periodic occupation functions varying along the internal space dimensions (Perez-Mato et al., 1999) ; the variation of ordered distributions of the occupations can be expressed in terms of the coefficients , and defining the modulation wavevector(s) q i = i a* + i b* + i c* (a*, b* and c* are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the basic structure; i = 1, 2, 3; each of the i , i and i coefficients can be rational, irrational or 0; Boullay et al., 2002; Elcoro et al., 2000 Elcoro et al., , 2003 Elcoro et al., , 2004 .
The superspace description has already been applied for a few families of compounds. The perovskite-related families of layer structures have been most widely and repeatedly described (for instance (Lind & Lidin, 2003) , a group of A 2 BX 4 compounds (Chen & Walker, 1990) , the MA x Te 2 , where M = Nb, Ta, A = Si, Ge, 1 3 < x < 1 2 (van der Lee & Evain, 1995) and (TS) n T series of hexagonal ferrites (Orlov, Palatinus et al., 2007) are other examples of the unified description of structural families based on a superspace model. The incommensurately modulated structure Cr 2 P 2 O 7 was used as a model for the derivation of the low-temperature lock-in modification (Palatinus et al., 2006) . The incommensurately modulated phase of K 5 Yb(MoO 4 ) 4 has been exploited to generate the sequence of temperature-dependent phases (Arakcheeva & Chapuis, 2006a) .
The main objective of the present work is to further develop the application of a single incommensurately modulated structure for crystal chemical considerations. Namely, we exploit the ability of a single incommensurately modulated structure to act as a natural superspace model for the description and prediction of a family of both three-dimensional and (3 + d)-dimensional structures differing in chemical composition and topology. This can also be used for the derivation of any possible member of the family. The capabilities and limitations of an incommensurately modulated structure to act as a superspace model is analysed with the example of scheelite-like incommensurately modulated KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 and a series of known three-dimensional structures. The capacity of a single incommensurately modulated structure is directly linked to the properties of (3 + d)-dimensional superspace groups (SSGs), which have been introduced for the description of aperiodic crystals (de Wolff et al., 1981) , along with additional atomic characteristics associated with the superspace concept (Janssen et al., 2007; van Smaalen, 2004) . The ability to reveal some hidden structural relations is illustrated with the scheelite-like structure family presented in the frame of (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace.
Why an incommensurately modulated structure can act as a natural superspace model
As repeatedly shown with the examples of perovskite-related compounds (Evain et al., 1998; Gourdon et al., 2000; Boullay et al., 2002; Elcoro et al., 2000 Elcoro et al., , 2003 Elcoro et al., , 2004 Schö nleber et al., 2004 among others) , the construction of a unique superspace model for a selected family of three-dimensional structures is an elaborate procedure. Even the (3 + d)-dimensional SSG selection, which can be performed from the analysis of the reciprocal space, causes certain problems. The main (usually strong) reflections define the common basic structural parameters a, b and c; all other reflections have to be interpreted as satellites with the modulation vector(s) q i = i a* + i b* + i c*, where i , i and i are specific for each structure. The ambiguity of the choice of the vector(s) q i for each individual essentially complicates the SSG selection. Other problems can appear from the ambiguity of the selection of the main reflections, when their intensities are not recognizable as strong ones.
This elaborate procedure can be avoided if a single incommensurately modulated structure belonging to the family is known. Such a structure just exhibits the requested property of the superspace model, i.e. the basic structure and the (3 + d)-dimensional SSG. The basic structure extracted from an incommensurately modulated structure is characterized by a number of rigid building units in the basic unit cell occupying Wyckoff sites with specific coordinates (x; y; z) and specific unit-cell axial ratios (c/a, a/b, b/c) and cell angles. Each rigid building unit can be an atom as well as a complex ion, a cluster or a molecule. An incommensurately modulated structure also points to the variable parameters, which can be used for the generation of the most probable members. When a certain incommensurately modulated structure is used as a superspace model, a variation of the modulation vector q, elemental composition and occupation functions of the Wyckoff sites (and t 0 , origin in the x 4 axis, when q is rational) can be used for the generation of non-equivalent family members differing in their topology and/or composition (and/ or three-dimensional symmetry, when q is rational). The variables defined by the symmetry of the Wyckoff sites (variable x, y and z, ADPs and displacive modulations of the building units) characterize each member. These parameters can be obtained from any superspace model with accuracy which ultimately depends on the variation of the chemical composition of the derived family.
Here we would like to underline that not only known structures of a known family can be described using an incommensurately modulated structure, but also an incommensurately modulated structure can be used as the generator of a hypothetical family. Some members of such a hypothetical family could have already been described. In fact, this was the case for the three-dimensional scheelite-like structures described below. Before a search was performed using the ICSD for known scheelite-like structures, we did generate several different three-dimensional structures from the incommensurately modulated KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 reported by Morozov et al. (2006) .
The capabilities and limitations of an incommensurately modulated structure as a generator of a family in superspace are shown in the next paragraphs with the example of the scheelite-like KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 incommensurately modulated structure (Morozov et al., 2006) and known three-dimensional scheelite-like structures.
3. (3 + 1)-dimensional scheelite-like structure family 3.1. Scheelite-like structures
The scheelite-like family of structures has been widely investigated owing to the luminescent and other optical properties of the corresponding compounds, leading to interesting applications in solid-state lasers (Templeton & Zalkin, 1963; van den Elzen & Rieck, 1973; Jeitschko, 1973; Klevtsova et al., 1975 Klevtsova et al., , 1979 Jeitschko et al., 1976; Sleight et al., 1979; Hazen et al., 1985; Huyghe et al., 1991a,b; Teller, 1992; Shi et al., 1996a Shi et al., ,b, 1997 Stedman et al., 1994; Neeraj et al., 2004; Volkov et al., 2005; Morozov et al., 2006 , among many others). The general chemical formula of this family can be expressed as A [XO 4 ], where A = K, Na, Li, Rb, Ag, Cs, Ca Sr, Ba, Pb, Bi, Zr, Y, Ln and X = Mo, W, V among others. The sheelite-like structures can be generally described as a pair of distorted face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) cells sharing a common face. Both A and XO 4 building units are located at the junctions of each single f.c.c. cell. The lattice periods a ' b ('5.5 AE 0.5 Å ) and c ' 2a, and angles close to 90 are characteristics of the double cell (Fig. 1 ).
This double cell will be further considered as the basic cell for the description of the family. The A atoms and [XO 4 ] groups can be either identical or not and also partially vacant, so that the general chemical formula can thus be expressed as
where A ! 0 and X ! 0 define the vacancies on the corresponding positions. The building units and vacancies can be ordered or randomly distributed on the A and X positions. The ordering affects the symmetry and the unit-cell dimensions in the ab plane, whereas the c ' 2a translation remains unchanged. As a result, the symmetry of the scheelite-like three-dimensional structures covers a large spectrum from the tetragonal system (space group I4 1 /a for the simplest highest-symmetry double f.c.c. cell appearing in scheelite CaWO 4 ; Hazen et al., 1985) to the monoclinic system (various unit cells with monoclinic axis orthogonal to the ab plane). Eight known types of ordered distributions of A and [XO 4 ] building units are presented in Table 1 for different three-dimensional periodic compounds.
The incommensurate (3 + 1)-dimensional structures of KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 (Morozov et al., 2006) and KSm(MoO 4 ) 2 (Arakcheeva et al., 2008) show that an ordered distribution of cations on the A position can also be incommensurate with respect to the a and b basic structure parameters. Both of them are characterized by their identical SSG and basic structure ( Table 1) . One of them, namely KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 , has been used as a starting model for the refinement of another structure (Arakcheeva et al., 2008) , and is here exploited as a superspace model for the derivation of the three-dimensional structures (Table 1) and also for prediction purposes. The basic structure and its ab projection for the A[XO 4 ] scheelite-like compounds. 
Two building unit positions corresponding to the A and X sites should preferably be used for the basic structure description.
(iv) The occupation function of the A position, o[A], defines the ordered distribution of A 0 and A 00 on A (Morozov et al., 2006) ; hence, this function can vary with composition and ordering. The symmetry of the A and X sites is identical; hence, the occupation function of the [XO 4 ] building unit can also vary.
(v) The ordering of the building units on the A site (consequently on X) is the origin of the structure modulations that can be described by different occupation modulation functions; the displacive modulations of the atoms are a consequence of the occupation modulations and they play the role of maintaining reasonable cation-oxygen distances (Morozov et al., 2006) . Different commensurate and incommensurate structures can be generated by varying the and components of the modulation vector q, and the site occupation functions of both A and X. For the commensurate cases with rational and , the initial phase of the modulation selected along the x 4 axis (t 0 value) is also variable for each combination of and ; the choice of t 0 selects the SG derived from the SSG (see, for example, Perez-Mato et al., 1999) .
3.2.2. Possible occupation functions. It is evident from the characteristics presented above that the primary variable in the family depends on the A and X site occupations. Three-dimensional space groups derived from the I2/b(0)00 (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace group for q = m 1 /N 1 a* + m 2 /N 2 b*.
In the caption text, m and N are arbitrary integers.
Odd/even (and 0/1); even/arbitrary Pa P2 1 /a P 2/a P 2 1 /a P 2/a Even/even; even/arbitrary Pn P2 1 /n P 2/n P 2 1 /n P 2/n Even/even; even/even I1 I " 1 1 I2 I " 1 1 I2 Odd/even (and 0/1); odd/even (and 0/1)
Pn P2/n P 2 1 /n P 2/n P 2 1 /n chemical composition of the expected compound. Two kinds of crenel occupation functions are used in Fig. 2 for the compounds considered in this work (Table 1 ). The first one
. Typical crenel functions used in a superspace model generate a completely ordered distribution of building units on the A (X) position, i.e. either A 0 (X 0 ) or A 00 (X 00 ) can be found at any position. Partially ordered distributions of A 0 (X 0 ) and A 00 (X 00 ) on the A (X) position can be approximated by occupation functions consisting of a few harmonic terms, when two complementary waves are attributed to A 0 (X 0 ) and A 00 (X 00 ) building units, respectively. This type of occupation function has been applied to the refinement of the scheelitelike incommensurately modulated structure KSm[MoO 4 ] 2 (Table 1; Arakcheeva et al., 2008) . An example of the wave occupation function is shown in Fig. 2 along with two crenel functions. Other kinds of occupation function are also possible in the family.
3.2.3. Possible space groups derived from I2/b(ab0)00. The main algorithms of derivations of SGs from a SSG for rational coefficient(s) of the modulation vector(s) q can be found in Yamamoto & Nakazawa (1982) , Perez-Mato et al. (1987) and Janssen et al. (2007) . A database currently available at http://superspace.epfl.ch/finder/ (Orlov, Schoeni et al., 2007) provides a convenient environment to extract the required information. The JANA2000 program package (Petříček et al., 2000) has been used in the present study for the derivation of SGs from the SSG I2/b(0)00.
The symmetry operations of I2/b(0)00 are:
If the and coefficients of the vector q are rational, i.e. q = m1/N 1 a* + m 2 /N 2 b*, the SGs listed in Table 2 can be derived from this SSG for the supercell with parameters a S = N 1 a basic and b S = N 2 b basic . Special cases of = m 1 /N 1 and = m 2 /N 2 result in additional centring of the supercell. If N1 and N2 have no common divisor other than 1, then there is no additional centring. Otherwise the following reflection condition occurs: h þ nk ¼ dP 1 , where n must be selected so that m 1 þ nm 2 ¼ dP 2 , where P 1 and P 2 are arbitrary integers and d is the greatest common divisor of N 1 and N 2 .
Derivation of three-dimensional scheelite-like structures from the incommensurately modulated KNd(MoO 4 ) 2
In order to evaluate the capabilities and limitations of the incommensurately modulated structure KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 as a superspace model, eight known three-dimensional scheelitelike compounds (Table 1) have been generated from the model. All are characterized by different compositions and different distributions of atoms on the A and X positions. By generation, we understand the derivation of the unit cell, the SG and atomic coordinates from the structural characteristics of KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 (FIZ supplementary materials No. 416200 for Morozov et al., 2006) by exploring the modulation vector q, and the occupation functions of both A and X, and t 0 . The JANA2000 program package (Petříček et al., 2000) has been research papers Table 3 Fractional coordinates of A = Rb, Bi and X = Mo generated from the incommensurately modulated KNd [MoO 4 ] 2 for RbBi [MoO 4 ] 2 compared with the experimental data reported by Klevtsova et al. (1975) (SG P2 1 /a; a = 5.28, b = 11.63, c = 12.09 Å , = 92.5
).
X Y Z
Position Generated Experimental Generated Experimental Generated Experimental used for all calculations. The results are presented in Table 3 -11 and illustrated in Figs. 2-7 and compared with experimental data. The experimental SGs and unit-cell parameters presented in Table 1 are expressed in the monoclinic setting with angle . For each structure, the modulation vector q = m 1 /N 1 a* + m 2 /N 2 b* has been determined from the reciprocal space analysis, taking into account the reflection condition [hk0m: h þ k ¼ 2n] characteristic of the SSG I2/b(0)00. The hk0 reciprocal space sections have been reconstructed using the structural data included in the ICSD database and reported in the original papers. The values of Á A and Á X defining the corresponding crenel occupation functions have been selected according to the chemical composition of each compound. For each monoclinic structure, the supercell with parameter a S = N 1 a basic and b S = N 2 b basic has been derived from the superspace model. In the cases when N 1 and N 2 have no common divisor except 1, the SG has been derived from the SSG I2/b(0)00 for the supercell by selecting a value of t 0 (Table 2,  Fig. 2) in accordance with the experimental SG. When N 1 and N 2 have a common divisor distinct from 1, the unit cell and corresponding SG have been selected according to the additional centring (see x3.2.3), and also with respect to the unit cell selected in the experimental study (Fig. 5) hk0 sections of reciprocal space (a) and ab projections (b) for the monoclinic scheelite-like compounds with the composition A 0 A 00 [XO 4 ] 2 . Solid lines and small letters refer to the basic structure characteristics described in (3 + 1)-dimensional space; the grey lines and capital letters refer to three-dimensional descriptions. The strongest reflections, hk00, justify the selection of the basic structure parameters a and b. In the ab projections, O atoms are omitted; small black circles indicate X atoms; dashed contours refer to simulated atomic positions; grey and white areas refer to the given composition. The compositional wave direction coincides with the modulation vector q. (Klevtsova et al., 1975) Fig. 3) . The crenel occupation function Á Rb = Á Bi (Fig. 2) corresponding to this composition, and the modulation vector q = 0a* + 1 2 b* (Fig. 3) Fig. 5 ). The origin t 0 = 0 has been selected according to the experimental SG P2 1 /a (Table 1 ). The generated structure was transformed by the matrix (100; 0 " 1 10; 00 " 1 1) in order to match the atomic positions reported by Klevtsova et al. (1975) . The generated coordinates of Rb, Bi and Mo are given in Table 3 along with the experimental data; a comparison of the ab structure projections is shown in Fig. 6 (Fig. 2) . For q = 0a* + 2/3b* (Fig.  4) , the SGs I2/b (t0 = 0 + n/6) and Ib (for other values of t 0 ) are possible for the supercell with parameters a S = a basic , b S = 3b basic (Table 2, Fig. 5 ). The origin t 0 = 0 has been selected. The generated model has been transformed by the matrix ( " 1 100/1 " 1 10/ 001) (Fig. 5) and shifted by 0.5a and 0.5c in order to compare with SG A2/a and atomic positions reported by Huyghe et al. (1991a) . Two sets of K, Th and Mo coordinates are listed in Table 4 ; the corresponding ab projections are shown in Fig.  6 . The structures of Na 2 Zr(MoO 4 ) 3 (Klevtsova et al., 1979) , Bi 3 Zr(MoO 4 ) 3 among others correspond to the same structure type. (Table 1, Fig. 4 ), identical supercells have been selected for the derivation of these two structures (Fig. 5) (Templeton & Zalkin, 1963) (Theobald & Laarif, 1985) Table 7 Fractional coordinates of A 00 = Bi and X = MoO 4 generated from the incommensurately modulated KNd Fig. 2 ) defined by the common general composition, while the modulation vectors q (Fig. 4) identify each individual.
For Eu 2 [WO 4 ] 3 , q = 2/3a* + 2/3b* (Fig. 4) was selected. For this special value, the possible SGs are X2/b (t 0 = 0 + n/3) and Xb (for other values of t 0 ), where X refers to the non-primitive [000; 5/6 1/6 1/2; 2/3 1/3 0; 1/3 2/3 0; 1/2 1/2 1/2; 1/6 5/6 1/2] centring of the supercell with parameters a S = 3a basic and b S = 3b basic (Fig. 5) . The origin t 0 = 0 has been selected according to the experimental centrosymmetric SG of the structure ( Table  1 ). The generated model transformed (Fig. 5) by the matrix (À2/3 À1/3 0; 1/3 À1/3 0; 001) and shifted by 0.5c can be compared with the atomic positions reported by Templeton & Zalkin (1963) . The Eu and W coordinates and the ab superstructure projections are compared in Table 6 and Fig. 6 , respectively.
For Bi 2 [MoO 4 ] 3 , q = 2/3a* + 1/3b* (Fig. 4) allows the SGs X2 1 /a (t 0 = 0 + n/3), X2/a (t 0 = 1/12 + n/3) and Xa (for other values of t 0 ), where X refers to the non-primitive [000; 1/3 1/3 0; 2/3 2/3 0] centring of the supercell with parameters a S = 3a basic and b S = 3b basic (Fig. 5) . The origin t 0 = 0 has been selected according to the experimental centrosymmetric SG (Table 1 ). The generated model transformed (Fig. 5) by the matrix (À1/3 2/3 0; À1/3 À1/3 0; 001) and shifted by 0.5b can be compared with the atomic positions reported by Theobald & Laarif (1985) and van den Elzen & Rieck (1973 Experimental and generated ab projections of some scheelite-like structures with different topologies. The experimental unit cells are indicated. The [XO 4 ] groups are shown as tetrahedra centred by green, blue and brown spheres corresponding to X = Mo, W and Fe atoms, respectively. The yellow spheres indicate K and Rb. The pink spheres refer to Eu, Bi, La and Th. comparison of Bi and Mo coordinates is presented in Table 7 ; comparison of the ab superstructure projections is shown in Fig. 6 . For La 2 [MoO 4 ] 3 , the modulation vector q = 2/3a* + 8/9b* (Fig. 4) generates SGs X2/b (t 0 = 0 + n/9) and Xb (for other values of t 0 ), where X refers to the non-primitive centring [000; 5/6 1/6 1/2; 2/3 1/3 0; 1/3 2/3 0; 1/2 1/2 1/2; 1/6 5/6 1/2] of the supercell with parameters a S = 3a basic and b S = 9b basic (Fig. 5) . The origin t 0 = 0 has been selected according to the experimental centrosymmetric SG (Table 1 ). The generated model transformed (Fig. 5 ) by the matrix (1 0 0; À1/3 1/3 0; 001) and shifted by 0.5c can be compared with the atomic positions reported by Jeitschko (1973) . The comparison of La and Mo coordinates is presented in Table 8 , whereas the ab superstructure projections are compared in Fig. 6. ] tetrahedron which is missing on every fifth X position, has been generated in the monoclinic I2/b SG, which is a subgroup of the experimental tetragonal I4 1 /a SG. According to the composition, the crenel functions with Á Na /Á Zr = 4 and Á ½MoO 4 /Á^= 4 (Fig. 7) reproduce the structure when applied respectively on A and X(O 4 ). The selected vector q = 2/5a* + 4/5b* (Fig. 7) generates SGs X2/b (t 0 = 0 + n/5) and Xb (for other values of t 0 ), where X refers to the non-primitive centring [3/10 1/10 1/2; 3/5 1/5 0; 1/5 2/5 0; 4/ 5 3/5 0; 2/5 4/5 0; 9/10 3/10 1/2; 1/2 1/2 1/2; 1/ 10 7/10 1/2; 7/10 9/10 1/2] of the superstructure unit cell with parameters a S = 5a basic and b S = 5b basic (Fig. 5) . The generated supercell with SG X2/b (t 0 = 0) transformed (Fig. 5) by the matrix (2/5 À1/5 0; 1/ 5 2/5 0; 001) reproduces the experimental data. Both experimental and generated structures are described in the monoclinic SG I2/b (Table 9 ). The ab structure projections are shown in Fig. 7 . It should be noted that, according to Huyghe et al. (1991b) . Hence, its generation can proceed along the same line. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 . A comparison of the generated atomic coordinates with the experimental data is shown in (Efremov et al., 1980) and some other phases A 5 M(XO 4 ) 4 (A = Li, Na; M = La to Lu, Y; X = Mo or W; Stedman et al., 1994) .
Structures with cation ordering on

Incommensurate modulated KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 structure as a starting model for refinement
Besides being used for the derivation of the three-dimensional structures, the incommensurately modulated structure KNd [MoO 4 ] 2 has also been used as a starting model for the refinement of another incommensurately modulated scheelitelike structure, KSm[MoO 4 ] 2 (Arakcheeva et al., 2007) . This structure differs mainly by the A position occupation function (Table 1, Figs. 2 and 3) , which is a variable in the proposed superspace model (see x3.2). The refined fractional atomic coordinates in the common basic unit cell are identical within 2 and 8, respectively (Table 11) . Therefore, these two incommensurately modulated structures, which differ in their composition and occupation functions, still share an identical basic structure within the unique SSG. Klevtsova et al. (1979) .
Atomic coordinates are adapted to SG I2/b ( = 90 ; origin in the centre of inversion) derived from experimental SG I4 1 /a (a = b = 11.03, c = 11.952 Å ).
X Y Z
Position Generated Experimental Generated Experimental Generated Experimental Table 10 Fractional coordinates of the A 0 = Na, A 00 = Y, X 0 = Mo and X 00 = Na 0 generated from the incommensurately modulated KNd ; origin in the centre of inversion) derived from experimental SG I4 1 /a (a = b = 11.37, c = 11.44 Å ).
Position Generated Experimental Generated Experimental Generated Experimental It is worth mentioning that, for the structures we considered, the atomic coordinates of the three-dimensional structures projected in the basic unit cell (SG I2/b) and averaged are very similar to each other and also to the basic structure of two (3 + 1)-dimensional compounds (Table 11 ). This justifies the use of a single superspace model as provided by the incommensurate KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 to derive the three-dimensional members of the family. Teller (1992) , and some others] have been described in the simplest tetragonal scheelite structure type with cations randomly distributed on the A site. Weak extra reflections occurring in the lower-angle range of the X-ray pattern have been ignored, probably because they cannot be indexed in any three-dimensional unit cell; sometimes, the lower-angle part of the diffraction pattern is not represented. For the scheelite-like phase of KEu(MoO 4 ) 2 (PDF2 No. 31-1006 in the JCPDS database) the indexing of the series of lower-angle reflections is missing, because they cannot be indexed in the selected unit cell. Using KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 as a (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace model (replacing Nd by Eu) and the experimental powder diffraction pattern from the database, we refined the basic unit-cell parameters, the modulation vector q (Table 1) , indexed the whole set of experimental reflections and calculated their intensities (Morozov et al., 2006) . The high accuracy of the refined lattice constants and the good agreement between the calculated and experimental intensities (Table 6 in Morozov et al., 2006) indicate that KEu(MoO 4 ) 2 has an incommensurately modulated structure, which is similar to KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 .
The space group and standard deviations of the unit-cell parameters of another scheelite-like compound, KLa[MoO 4 ] 2 (Potapova et al., 1987) , are missing in the ICDD database (PDF-00-040-0466). This is probably due to some unindexed reflections. We refined the given unit-cell parameters (2) and q = 0.35069 (5)a* + 0.62216 (4)b*] allow us to index all 89 reflections, including the neglected ones (Fig. 8  top) . These lattice constants and the KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 structure model (with replacement Nb by La) have been used for the simulation of the X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Fig. 8b) . Unfortunately, the quality of the experimental data taken from the database does not allow us to complete the structure refinement. Intensities are given relative to the strongest (I = 100%) reflection, which is probably underestimated (Fig. 8) . Nevertheless, the comparison of all other experimental and simulated reflections indicates that KLa[MoO 4 ] 2 also belongs to the incommensurately modulated scheelite-like structures (Fig. 8c) .
Capabilities and limitations of the incommensurately modulated KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 structure as a natural superspace model
We have seen that it is possible to derive known threedimensional and (3 + 1)-dimensional structures and index some problematic X-ray patterns using KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 . Thus, the incommensurately modulated structure of KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 can be exploited as a natural superspace model for the characterization of the (3 + 1)-dimensional scheelite-like family described in x3.2.
The results of the three-dimensional scheelite-like structure derivations Figs. 6 and 7) show that these threedimensional structures along with the (3 + 1)-dimensional incommensurately modulated structures KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 and KSm[MoO 4 ] 2 can be characterized as one family sharing a common superspace group, a common number of building units in the common basic unit cell occupying the same Wyckoff sites (Table 1) . Despite a wide variation of chemical composition observed in the family, the topology of each member (distribution of building units on A and X positions) can be completely predicted from KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 using the appropriate modulation vector q, occupation functions and t 0 (listed in Table 1 for each known compound). The space-group symmetry, the unit cell and Wyckoff sites can also be completely reproduced for each three-dimensional monoclinic structure. These deductive capabilities of the incommensu- On the other hand, the lower symmetry derived from the SSG points to the probability of lower symmetry under some specific conditions. Indeed, the high-pressure modification of CaMoO 4 (Crichton & Grzechnik, 2004) exhibits exactly the proposed monoclinic symmetry (SG I2/b, a = 5.108, b = 5.034, c = 10.768 Å , = 90.96 ), while the room-temperature modification is isotypic with tetragonal scheelite, CaWO 4 . The lower-temperature phase transition associated with a monoclinic distortion of the tetragonal scheelite structure type is very frequently observed, for example in NaBi(MoO 4 ) 2 (Waskowska et al., 2005) , BiVO 4 , LaNbO 4 , CaMoO 4 and many rare-earth niobates, tantalates among others (Jeitschko et al., 1976) .
3.6.2. Topological limitations. In this work we only considered the main manifold of the scheelite-like structures, where an ordering occurs in the ab plane, whereas the c ' 2a basic translation remains unchanged. A few known structures, with ordering on the A and X position along the c axis with a ' b ' a basic , are beyond the scope of the family described with q = a* + b*. For example, the scheelite-like structure of the mineral paraniite, (CaWO 4 ) 2 (YAsO 4 ), SG I4 1 /a, a = 5.135 (1), c = 33.882 (5) Å (Demartin et al., 1994) , cannot belong to this family owing to the triple parameter c ' 6a basic pointing to a commensurate modulation along the c axis. Tables 3-10 ). For example, the difference between two structure determinations performed for K 2 Th[MoO 4 ] 2 is comparable with the difference between them and the derived structure (Table 4) . Deviations () of the derived fractional coordinates from the experimental ones vary from 0 to 0.07 depending on the elemental composition and presence or absence of vacancies (Tables 3-10 ). The best result is for K 2 Th[MoO 4 ] 2 ( < 0.005 for five and < 0.03 for two variables, Table 3 ). The worst result is observed for Bi 2 (MoO 4 ) 3 (Table  6) , where 1/3 of A positions are vacant rather than K. The crystal chemistry of Bi is also quite different from Nb. The reproducibility is much better when Bi is replaced by La in La 2 (MoO 4 ) 3 (Table 5) or by Eu in Eu 2 (MoO 4 ) 3 (Table 7) .
The main difference between derived and experimental structures is observed for the oxygen positions (Figs. 6 and 7) . All O atoms occupy the general sites in the corresponding SGs. Deviations of their positions from the model indicate mainly tilts of the [XO 4 ] tetrahedra; these tilts define the specificity of each compound (Figs. 6 and 7) . In spite of the essential difference between experimental and derived fractional coordinates of the O atoms, the shifts and tilts observed for [XO 4 ] tetrahedra in the experimental structures are clearly visible as tendencies in the derived structures (Figs. 6 and 7) . Again, the most and the least reproducible structure is K 2 Th[MoO 4 ] 2 and Bi 2 (MoO 4 ) 3 , respectively, because shifts and tilts of [XO 4 ] tetrahedra are governed by the interatomic distances, which are as far from the model as the chemical composition of a derived compound is far from the chemical composition of the model.
Physical significance of the modulation vector q in the scheelite-like family
The (3 + 1)-dimensional presentation of the scheelite-like family with a unique superspace model based on the incommensurately modulated KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 structure does reveal the common origin of the structure modulation as a composition-ordering wave running in the ab plane (Figs. 3, 4, 7 and 8) . This wave is uniquely defined by the modulation vector q. The length of this wave can be either commensurate or incommensurate relative to the a and b parameters of the basic structure. The distribution of the composition along the modulation wave is just the occupation function. The intersection of the compositional wave with the A and X atomic positions defines the composition of these positions. In the (pseudo)-tetragonal structures (Fig. 6) , the superposition of two orthogonal waves creates columns of Zr vacancies and Y-Na 0 extending along the c axis. As can be deduced from One should emphasize that the compositional wave is difficult to recognize from the traditional three-dimensional presentation of the crystal structures (Fig. 6) , especially if they are considered separately.
Discussion
With the example of the scheelite-like family of structures, we propose one novel application of an incommensurately modulated structure. We propose to exploit an incommensurately modulated structure as a natural superspace model to describe and also predict a family of both incommensurately and commensurately modulated structures characterized by a wide range of elemental and chemical composition and topology.
The proposed application of an incommensurately modulated structure as a natural superspace model can be considered as a top-down approach of the superspace concept in comparison to the widely developed bottom-up approach (Evain et al., 1998; Gourdon et al., 2000; Boullay et al., 2002; Elcoro et al., 2000 Elcoro et al., , 2001 Elcoro et al., , 2003 Elcoro et al., , 2004 Schö nleber et al., 2004; Lind & Lidin, 2003; Chen & Walker, 1990, among others) . In the bottom-up approach, the superspace model is constructed by inference in order to fit the topological and symmetrical characteristics of the series of known related structures. In the proposed top-down approach, a superspace model is taken as a refined incommensurately modulated structure. For such a model, the SSG and the basic structure have already been determined and refined on the basis of experimental data. The most obvious modulations observed in the structure (displacive or occupation modulations) point to the primary variables. In both top-down and bottom-up approaches, the topological manifold of the structures can be derived or generated from the superspace model by variations in the modulation vector q, and occupation functions and/or atomic displacive modulations, while SGs of three-dimensional members depend in addition on t 0 .
Estimation of limitations of the KNd(MoO 4 ) 2 incommensurately modulated structure as the superspace model for the generation of the (3 + 1)-dimensional scheelite family reveals the following features, which can be regarded as general limitations when an incommensurately modulated structure is used as a superspace model. First, the SG symmetry of a generated three-dimensional structure cannot be higher than the SSG symmetry of the model, even if the topology of the generated structure can be considered as a pseudo-higher symmetric one. In this case, the possibility of a supergroup has to be considered for such a degenerate three-dimensional structure. The second limitation concerns the topological manifold of a generated family. This manifold is restricted to the SSG. The next limitation concerns the variability of atomic coordinates, which are not fixed by the SG of three-dimensional structures and which are variable in incommensurately modulated structures. These coordinates, respectively atomic displacive modulations, can be derived from the model with accuracy, which is dependent on the chemical composition of both the generated structure and the incommensurately modulated structure taken as a superspace model. The closer their chemical composition, the more precise are the derived coordinates.
An incommensurately modulated structure considered as a natural superspace model allows a clear identification of the constants and variables in the corresponding (3 + d)-dimensional family. Moreover, the constants, consisting of the SSG, a number of building units occupying certain Wyckoff sites and basic lattice parameters (ratios a/b, b/c, c/a and angles), represent attributes of each (3 + d)-dimensional family containing both commensurate and incommensurate structures independently of their elemental composition. One can compare these characteristics with the definition of the structure type (Parthé, 1996; Lima-de-Faria et al., 1990; Allmann & Hinek, 2007) . The comparison indicates that the definition of a (three-dimensional) structure type differs from the listed characteristics of the (3 + d)-dimensional family, which can be derived from an incommensurately modulated structure, by replacing the SG by the SSG. This means that an incommensurately modulated structure can also be used for the characterization of a (3 + d)-dimensional structure type. In the present work, the description of the scheelite-like family is indeed a description of the (3 + 1)-dimensional scheelite structure type.
The example of the (3 + 1)-dimensional scheelite structure type family shows (Arakcheeva & Chapuis, 2006b ):
(i) the term 'structure type' can be generalized in higherdimensional space by replacing the common SG request by the common SSG request in its definition;
(ii) many related three-dimensional structures differing by SG and unit-cell geometry (ratios a/b, b/c, c/a and angles) can be combined in a single (3 + d)-dimensional structure type along with (3 + d)-dimensional structures, while such a combination is not possible in the frame of a single threedimensional structure type. It should be emphasized that a (3 + d)-dimensional structure can only be embedded in a (3 + d)-dimensional structure-type family because such a structure is obviously outside any threedimensional structure type family. For example, the commensurately and incommensurately modulated structures observed in the NiGe 1Àx P x solid solution [Amam(00)s00 SSG; basic structure of NiAs-type; coefficient of the q vector is compositionally dependent] have been characterized by Larsson et al. (2007) as a 'continuously variable, incommensurately modulated, intermediate structure type providing a natural link or bridge between the two extreme end-member structures, i.e. NiGe (of MnP structure type) and NiP by simply choosing the commensurate option with = 1 and 1 2 , respectively'. Assuming these results and the generalization of the structure type term in (3 + d)-dimensional space proposed here, both the modulated NiGe 1Àx P x structures and the endmembers can be considered as the single (3 + 1)-dimensional NiAs structure type, which is not 'continuously variable and incommensurately modulated'. It would be interesting to consider other NiAs-related compounds as members of this (3 + 1)-dimensional NiAs structure type.
Summary
With the example of the scheelite-like incommensurately modulated structure (3 + 1)-dimensional KNd[MoO 4 ] 2 applied here for the description and derivation of scheelitelike compounds differing widely in chemical composition and topology, we have shown that an incommensurately modulated structure can be used as a natural superspace model, capable of generating and describing a family of compounds belonging to a unique higher-dimensional structure type. This superspace model and the corresponding higher-dimensional structure type are characterized by the SSG, a number of building units in some basic unit-cell occupying certain research papers Wyckoff sites. In this model and in the corresponding structure type, the occupation and displacive atomic modulations along with the free coefficients of the vector q are variables. An incommensurately modulated structure taken as a superspace model indicates the primary variable(s), which is (are) responsible for the structure manifold in the structure-type family. Other parameters of a generated structure can be predicted from this model with accuracy, depending on the chemical composition: the closer the composition of the generated structure is to the composition of the model, the higher the accuracy of the derived variables that can be achieved. The symmetry of the three-dimensional structures and topological manifold in the structure type family are restricted by the SSG.
